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Western Ghats 

 

The Western Ghats spread across an area of 1600 Km, parallel to the coast. A UNESCO world 
heritage site and one of the eight hot spots of biodiversity in the world. Other staggering 
statistics of this region are that it has over 500 bird species, 100 mammals, and more than 
8000 species of plants. The diversity and richness of this region rivals that of the great 
Amazon. More than 300 globally threatened species live in the dense forests of these ghats. A 
network of large water bodies with staggering falls and rivulets nourish life here.   

The Western Ghats in Goa is just mesmerising and relatively unknown. From some famous 
and iconic waterfalls to some lesser-known gems. The 3 wildlife sanctuaries spread from the 
north to the south of the state offer staggering wildlife and adventure experiences. Stay 
within the jungle in homestays, jungle lodges give the guests an off the grid experience with 
the unique culture of these regions which will be witnessed through the food, music and 
hospitality.  

Let us together curate holiday experiences revolving around the amazing diversity and 
richness that the Western Ghats can offer. An itinerary that caters to the new age travel 
market that includes jungle safaris, treks and trails to unexplored waterfalls and stays within 
the jungle in homestays and jungle lodges that provides hospitality and cuisine of the region. 
These itineraries can be coupled with a regular beach side Goa experience. We can have a 2 
to 3 nights beach side experience and 1 or 2 nights in the Ghats.  

 

Brief 

 Trekking the ghats to explore some unexplored waterfalls 
 Night trekking and Safaris with naturalists  
 Village stays within the forest with awesome local cuisine and 

experiences 
 Swim in natural pools and waterbodies  
 Off the grid experience and hospitality 
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Sample Itinerary 

Day 01 | Arrive Goa – Forest stay 

On arrival, assistance at the point of travel, drive to the ghats to your choice of forest stay. 
On arrival at the ghats check in, rest, and relax from the long journey. Enjoy the amenities of 
the stay and the ambience of the forest. Dinner with live folk dance and music and overnight 
stay  

Day 02 | Western Ghat experience 

Breakfast at the stay, proceed for day trek into the forests to experience some unexplored 
waterfalls, return to the stay for lunch, evening walk to the nearby stream, enjoy swimming 
in the stream and barbecue dinner. After dinner proceed for a night trail into the forests, 
overnight stay 

Day 03 | Safari 

Breakfast at the stay, proceed for Jungle Safari with naturalists, chance to spot wildlife in all 
its glory. Return to the hotel for lunch later venture into the hinterland for village walks and 
backyard trails. Dinner with folk entertainment and overnight stay.  

 

We can further customize this itinerary to suite the requirement of the guest. Do get in touch 
with us for any special interest Western Ghat tours or trails  

Call & WhatsApp - +91 9819052997 

Email – indigo-holidays@bth-pl.com 

Please do take note of our attractive and transparent pricing policy. Break up of all costs will 
be provided and you can choose to pay all the vendors, transporters, hotels, excursions, and 
workshops directly or through us. Our per person service charges will be quoted separately. 
We hope that this transparency will help in developing trust, pricing, and business through 
which 


